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L GALLUZZI CARLO fllrd 1'11f! 
MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE ON EXTERNAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS, AND MEMBER 0 
THE JOINT PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE OF THE EEC-GREECE ASSOCIATION • 
MEMBER OF THE CONSUTLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE ACP-EEC CONVENTION. 
MEMBER OF THE COMMUNIST AND ALLIES GROUP. 
ITALY 
BORN 2 DECEMBER 1919 IN FLORENCE 
ACCOUNT ANT 
ELECTED TO THE ITALIAN CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES IN 1963, AND RE-ELECTED 
N 1968 AND 1972 ' 
FORMEf~ I/ICt:.-CH/,IRt-1AN OF THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS corvH,11TTEE 
VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMUNIST GROUP 
GL I NNE E R NEST 
FORMER JIRECTOk OF COOPERATIVE 
SOCIETY 
BELG I Uf\1 
• CHAi"iBEfi OF REPRESENTATIVES 
PSB 
• 
EP 1968-1973, 1974 
SOCIALIST GROUP 
GRADUATE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE, ADMINISTRATION AND DIPLOMACY, 
FREE UNIVERSITY OF BRUSSELS. FORMER DIRECTOR OF THE GENERAL 
COOPERATIVE COfv1PANY 1 BRUSSELS. MAYOR OF COURCELLES SINCE 1965. MIN I STER OF EMPLOYMENT AND 
LABOUR 1973-1974~ MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF THE PSB 
AND OF THE COMMITTEE OF WALLOON FEDERATIONS FO THE PSB. 
MEMBER OF THE CHAMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES SINCE 1961. 
HAASE, HORST 
BORN 26 OCTOBER N1933 
LAviYER 
GERMANY 
GERMAN BUNDESTAG 
SPD 
EF' 1977 
SOCIALIST GROUP 
MEMBE~ OF ECONOMIC AND MONETARY AFFAIRS, AND REGIONAL POLICY, 
